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PRESS RELEASE

Cortec’s Publishes “VpCI® Technology for Electric Power
Industry” – A New Resource Brochure For The Electric Power
Industry!
Members of the electric power generation sector have a new
corrosion prevention resource guide! Cortec’s “VpCI® Technology
for Electric Power Industry” brochure addresses several types of
corrosion—oxide, galvanic, hot, and erosion—that attack power
industry

equipment

and

infrastructure.

When

equipment

deterioration or failure results, maintenance costs rise and profits
fall. Cortec’s goal is to help the electric power industry avoid
unnecessary costs by providing a wide range of effective and easyto-use Vapor phase Corrosion Inhibitors (VpCI®).
The brochure explains how Cortec’s VpCI® Technology works by vaporizing and then condensing on
metal surfaces, causing VpCI® ions to dissolve and form a thin molecular barrier on the metal surface.
The protective layer re-heals and self-replenishes through further condensation of the vapor.

This technology performs better than traditional treatments, which
depend on sacrificial metals. The large relative particle size of
these metals can allow gaps in the protective layer, giving way to
micro-corrosion and eventually coating failure. Unlike corrosion
inhibiting systems of the past, many of Cortec’s VpCI® products
do not contain chromates or other heavy metals, nitrites, or
chlorinated

hydrocarbons.

VpCIs

can

even

be

injected

automatically into process systems to immediately begin
protecting surfaces that already have rust or scale.
Cortec® acknowledges the power industry’s diverse range of corrosion challenges and offers power
generation, distribution, and infrastructure solutions throughout the brochure. Cortec’s assortment of
coatings, additives, emitters, sprays, powders, and films target corrosion in bolting, generators, piping,
valves, pumps, speed changers, switchgears, transformers, and structural steel. Industry personnel can
refer to the buyer’s guide at the end of the brochure for succinct profiles on the many varieties of
products available for corrosion prevention. Waste treatment products are also available through
Bionetix®, a subsidiary of Cortec®.

For those who want to simplify maintenance and preservation of plant assets, the brochure presents
turnkey solutions through Cortec® Global Services. Global Services can evaluate and treat trouble spots
for the highest possible performance of plant operations. Real-time corrosion rate monitoring systems
for critical assets are available, as well as plant layup and recommissioning services. Plants may

alternatively choose applicator training so their own personnel
can apply treatments. Global Services draws from an experience
of over 35 years to provide clients with best-in-class technology,
project management, engineering, design application, and
training services to ensure zero defect, low-cost preservation.
By offering a wide range of products and services, Cortec® is
able to provide innovative and effective corrosion protection for
the broad scope of electric power industry needs.

See the full brochure at the following link:
http://www.cortecvci.com/Publications/Brochures/Electric_Brochure_11-2015_reduced.pdf
For more information about versatile rust prevention solutions from Cortec please visit our website at:
http://www.cortecvci.com/Products/products.php
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